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#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Nora Roberts enchants again with this

beloved classic about the passionate and headstrong MacGregor family.When Darcy Wallace

spends her last three dollars at the hotel casino and wins the jackpot, all casino manager Robert

MacGregor Blade wants to do is protect her. But something about the lovely young woman is getting

under Mac's skin and playing havoc with his big brotherly intentions. He knows that if he wants to

win her over, he'll have to take the biggest gamble of his life.â€¦
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THE WINNING HAND is one of the books revolving around the MacGregor clan and spotlights

Robert MacGregor Blade (they call him Mac), the son of Justin Blade and Serena MacGregor Blade.

If you read my review on PLAYING THE ODDS or if you've actually read that book, you'll know the

story behind Mac's parents meeting. If not, here's a brief synopsis: Daniel MacGregor (Serena's

father) once again puts his matchmaking skills to work and "introduced" these two. Justin is a

gambler and owner of a casino. Serena has taken a brief "tour" as a blackjack dealer on a cruise

ship. They meet and the rest is MacGregor history. (I said brief!!)Like I stated, Mac is Serena and

Justin son and has the job of running one of several casinos owned by Justin and Serena. Mac has

a very hands-on type approach to running the casino and knows exactly what's going on at any

given time monitoring everything from either the bank of windows from his office or the many

security camera monitors lined up nearby.Darcy was having the worst day in her life, actually the



worst several days. Her car broke down several miles outside of Las Vegas and she walked into

town in the blazing sun. She was dazed, hot, dehydrated, and looked like she could use a shower

and clean clothes when she stumbled into Mac's casino. She then took her last dollar and played it

on one of those million-dollar-winner-type slot machines (you know the big ones in the entries to

many of the casinos). Sure enough, she hits the million-dollar jackpot and then politely faints right

into Mac's arms. Ok, sure it sounds like something that can never happen to the "normal" person,

but hey, we can dream can't we?
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